PRODUCT FACT SHEET
MARY KAY® LIQUID FOUNDATION BRUSH

Our Best Brushes Ever!

• Mary Kay® Liquid Foundation Brush
features lush, dense bristles and an
angled flat top to help reach every
unique contour of the face
• Masterfully crafted synthetic bristles
• Ultimate performance equals justright pick-up, easy application and
seamless blendability
• Dependable construction and testing
to our highest standards

TIP: The Mary Kay® Liquid Foundation Brush is fabulous for foundation, and it also can be used
with facial masks. Paint on your favorite mask with a paintbrush-style motion
to help with even application and minimize mess.
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Can expertly designed brushes change your makeup game for good? Believe it! Mary Kay® brushes
feature ingenious shapes that make it easier to master top techniques and masterfully crafted
synthetic bristles that are an ideal match for today’s advanced formulas. These brushes practically
guide you to creating a look you’ll love.
 MASTERFULLY CRAFTED BRISTLES: Feather-soft synthetic bristles master the perfectly imperfect
texture of natural fibers, creating the best of both worlds. Now synthetic can pick up the
perfect amount of powder and also glide on liquid and cream. Plus, their fabulous flexibility
allows them to hug every contour and blend beautifully.
 GAME-CHANGING QUALITY: Mary Kay® brushes are tested to our highest standards. From handle
to ferrule to tip, we ensure consistently dependable construction that will exceed your
expectations.
 CLEANING: It is recommended to use Mary Kay® Brush Cleaner between shade applications, as
well as for day-to-day cleaning. Deep-clean brushes weekly. To deep-clean, wet the brush
bristles with warm water. Squirt a mild cleanser in your palm, and sweep bristles back and
forth in a circular motion. Rinse well. Squeeze out excess water with a clean towel, reshape
bristles, and lay with bristles extending out over a ledge to dry. Never dry brushes upright, as
water can seep in and weaken the handle. For hygienic reasons, it is recommended to
dedicate a separate brush for use with each product.

MARY KAY® LIQUID FOUNDATION BRUSH
 WHY IT WORKS: Lush, dense bristles hold just the right amount of liquid foundation, from the
lightest to creamiest of formulas, and the angled flat top provides a dual benefit. It allows
foundation to be applied directly to the brush instead of to the back of your hand, reducing
mess. Its slight angle reaches every unique contour of the face, helping to blend easily as you
build to desired coverage.
 HOW TO USE IT: Add liquid foundation directly onto the center of the brush or the back of your
hand. To stipple: Start at the center of the face and work outward, lightly tapping on
foundation to build to desired coverage. To buff: Use a circular motion as you lightly blend to
desired coverage.
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